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What Involves Literature Review

 The selection of available documents (both published 

and unpublished)  on the topic, which contain 

information, ideas, data and evidence written from a 

particular standpoint to fulfill certain aims or express 

certain views on the nature of topic. 

 Exploring how the research in a specific area of 

interest is to be investigated 

 The effective evaluation of the documents in relation 

to the research being proposed. 

       (Hart,2004) 
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What Literature Review Looks Like?

NOT a summary of articles 
 Conceptually organized synthesis of the results of your 

search 

MUST 
 Organize information and relate it to the research 

question  

 Synthesize results into what is and isn’t known 

 Identify controversy when it appears in the literature 

 Develop questions for further research 
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What Literature Review Is NOT?

A study-by-study, or article-by-article, 
description of studies previously done 

A re-statement of the studies previously 
done 

A brief overview of articles 
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Why LR? 

 to identify gaps in the literature 

 to avoid reinventing the wheel (at the very least 
this will save time and it can stop you from 
making the same mistakes as others) 

 to carry on from where others have already 
reached (reviewing the field allows you to build 
on the platform of existing knowledge and 
ideas) 

 to identify other people working in the same 
fields (a researcher network is a valuable 
resource) 
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Cont….Why LR? 

 to increase your breadth of knowledge of your subject 
area 

 to provide the intellectual context for your own work, 
enabling you to position your project relative to other 
work 

 to identify opposing views 

 to put your work into perspective 

 to demonstrate that you can access previous work in 
an area 

 to identify information and ideas that may be relevant 
to your project 

 to identify methods that could be relevant to your 
project  
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Critical Evaluation

What do you already know about the subject? Major 
works? 

 Is there a gap in the knowledge of a particular subject? 

 Has the author formulated any problem 
statements/issues? 

What is the orientation of the research? 

What is the theoretical framework of the author? 

 Are there further researches by other researchers? 

Who are the main players in the research communities? 
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Critical Evaluation

Is the analysis accurate and relevant? 

What is the strength and weakness of the 
research? 

How is the article (conf proceeding / journal) 
related to your research question(s)? 

What is the methodology /methods/ issues/ 
problems that past researchers identified? 

How do past research can give an impact to 
your own work? 
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Literature Review Steps

 Begin with a search of the available literature 

 Critically analyze each article (study) you select 

 Organize the review with an outline 

 Write the review 

 Summarize the review 

 Using the literature, present a rationale for your 
study 
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Critically Analyzing the Literature

 Abstract 

 the author’s description 
of the study 

 related to your area of 
interest? 

 conclusions relevant? 

 Statement of the Problem 

 restate the topic 

 problem stated clearly? 

 purpose? 

 significance? 

 

• Hypothesis or Research 

Question(s) 

• Clearly stated? 

• Relevant? 

• Related to your area of 

interest? 

• Assumptions 

• Explicit assumptions? 

• Implicit assumptions 

• Similar to yours? 
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Critically Analyzing the Literature 

 Delimitations 

 How was the study 

narrowed? 

 Which considerations are 

relevant to your study? 

 Definitions 

 Key concepts & terms? 
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• Method 

• research design? 

• population & sample? 

• measurement? 

• procedures? 

• Findings 

• make sense? 

• what do they say about 

your area of interest? 
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Critically Analyzing the Literature

INSPIRING CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE MINDS 

• Discussion 

• Presented clearly? 

• Meaningful interpretations? 

• Implications discussed? 

• Suggestions or recommendations? 

• Limits to practical application? 

• Conclusion 

• What did you learn? 

• Re-state your new knowledge 
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How to write a Good Literature Review?

 Avoid writing a LR just to tell the readers what other 
researchers have done. 

 

Read with a purpose, Write with a Purpose 

 

  The AIM: 

 

• To show why the research needs to be carried out 

• How we come to choose certain methodologies 

• How we choose to work on certain theory 

• How our work adds to the research already done 
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Writing a Literature Review

Ideal review article  

 

• Motivates the research topic and explains the review’s 
contributions 

• Describes the key concepts 

• Delineates the boundaries of the research 

• Reviews relevant prior literature in IS and related areas 

• Develop a model to guide future research 

• Justifies propositions by presenting theoretical 
explanations, past empirical findings, and practical 
examples 

• Presents concluding implications for researchers and 
managers 
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Structure the Literature Review

 Always begin with an 
introduction to the 
review & end with a 
summary 

 Make the connection 
for the reader 
between the 
subtopics & the topic 

 Use direct quotations 
infrequently 
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 Always cite your 
sources 

 Present your 
knowledge on the 
topics & subtopics 

 Summarize each 
subtopic 

 Include a transition 
paragraph from one 
subtopic to the next 
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Pre Writing 

Summary of existing work on the topic 

 

Critical evaluation of previous work 

 

General and specific conclusion about work 

done to date on the topic. 
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Useful databases & On-line Services 

ACM 

Bibliography / References from earlier 

Publications 

INSPEC 

PROQUEST 

SPRINGER THE LINK 

SCIENCE DIREC 

Web Sites of Authors Worldwide List of 

Universities 
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Writing 

Use author /year style & format 

 

Have your work proofread before submitting 

 

Follow all format guidelines 

 

Must be a thorough review, reflected by the depth of 
the discussion 

 

Should begin prior to the implementation of the study 
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How Useful are the Following Sources?

 Journal articles (peer review): Relatively valid and 

reliable (based on a scientific study), relatively up-to-

date issues  

 Books: Contains principles and theories, good for a 

starting point, give a big picture 

 Conferencing proceedings: latest research or work-

in-progress 

 Trade magazines: Not useful for research except as 

a starting point (e.g., looking for a topic) or new 

innovations 
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How Useful are the Following Sources?

 Government/corporate reports: useful for data 

collection 

 Newspaper: Mainly opinion, most recent trends & 

discoveries 

White papers on the Internet: Individual opinion, 

unscientific study, fad, good for searching a topic, could 

be a marketing scam 
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Structure in Presenting LR

Problem Awareness Pattern 

 

 Describe nature of problem 

 Give examples & evidence that the problem exists. 

 Develop a definition of the problem 

 Provide evidence/ arguments of negative effect 

 Explain the consequences if nothing were done 

 Outline an approach for tackling the problem 
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Structure in Presenting LR

Cause & Effect 
 

 Establish the existence of the problem 

 Propose possible cause 

 Show the main factors underpinning the proposed 
causes. 

 Clarify any confusing areas & eliminate irrelevant 
causes. 

 Provide evidence for causes 

 Provide evidence for proposed cause & provide 
recommendations 
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Structure in Presenting LR

Possible Solution Pattern 
 

 Consider definition & solution already tried 

 Give relevant examples of the solutions tried 

 Show why they failed and causes for failure 

 Clarify any confusing areas & eliminate irrelevant 
causes. 

 Provide summaries of possible effects of alternatives 
then make a choice 

 Summarise problem 

 Provide solution(s) 
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Guiding principles 

There will probably be more pieces of 
information about a topic area than you can 
read/understand during the period of your 
research 

Find the seminal/key works: 
 ‘chaining’ – who does everyone cite? 

 About 10 papers and 3 books about an area 

 Research topic, methodology & theories = about 30 
papers + 9 books should be investigated thoroughly 
(Leslie Willcocks) 

 Also latest (3-5 years from the current year) work/soon 
to be published (conferences, network with key 
researchers) 
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Looking at information sources 

 identify parent disciplines  

 go to leading journals and search for the recent 
issues for the latest information on the topic area. 
Use the references in those articles, and for 
"snowballing" - bouncing back and going through the 
history of the topic area.  

 From these articles it is possible to recognise names 
that reappear. They are often the leading people in 
the field. 

 This is necessary because when an examiner looks 
at a literature review they will expect to see certain 
leading names. 
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“Internet is a powerful 
complement to Sc. 

literature research but 
relying on it exclusively 

is not enough” 
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Critically evaluating and selecting 

•Classification (Cresswell, 2005) 

 -  Web, drafts, newsletters 

 -  Indexed (conference papers, dissertations) 

 -  Refereed (journals) 

 -  Research books 

 -  Summaries (Encyclopedias, Handbooks) 

Quality           Recency 
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If you are reading something, take notes then 
and there. Don't think you will come back to it 
later, because you never do.  
 Read and immerse 

 take good notes  

 Construct a line of argument with the literature 

 keep your references  

 write down the dates you took the notes  

 keep a type of record eg. front page and abstract, or 
be like me a complete control freak and 
photocopy/download everything.  
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Required Skills 

 information seeking: the ability to scan the 

literature efficiently, using manual or 

computerized methods, to identify a set of 

useful articles and books  

critical appraisal: the ability to apply principles 

of analysis to identify unbiased and valid 

studies.  
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Breaking the need into its component parts 
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Literature Review Structure  

Literature 

Review

Web-based 

Survey 

Management

Defination

Type of Web-

based Survey 

Web-based 

Survey  

Administration 

Process

Service Level

Mechanisms to Improve the 

Response of Web-based 

Survey 

Basic AnalysisMarket research
Best Practices 

and Guidelines

Advantages and 

Disadvantages 

of Web Surveys

 

Conducting 

web-based 

survey

Web-based 

survey design

Create effective 

survey project 

plan for cost 

center

Ways for 

Promotion of the 

Web-based 

Survey 

Market Analysis

Common survey 

questions in 

conducting 

market analysis

Type of web-

based survey 

reports
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Referencing 

Systems: Harvard, Vancouver, American 
Psychological Association (APA)  

Required for ALL sources (including the 
Internet: 

• Full names of the authors (may be an organisation) 

• Year of publication 

• Full title of article 

• Full name of on-line journal or website 

• Publisher or organisation responsible for maintaining the 
website, if different from author 

• Place of publication, if known 

• Internet address (URL) of article 

• Date of access  
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Example: Reference 

 American Chemical Society ed. (1978). Handbook for Authors of 

American 

 Billings. S. A. (1980). Identification of Nonlinear Systems: A survey. 

Proc. Instn Electr. Engrs, Part D. 127(6): 272-284. 

 Engineers Joint Council (1969). Thesaurus of Engineering and 

Scientific Terms. Technical Report. ILOG S. A. 

 Puget, J. F. and Albert, P. (1994b). A C++ Implementation of CLP. 

TechnicalReport. ILOG S. A. 

 Veres, S. M. (1990). Structure Selection of Stochastic Dynamic 

Systems. New York: Gordon and Breach Science Publishers. 
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LR Exercise 

 Provide a brief introduction of your topic. 

 Find 10 papers related to a particular topic of interest maybe related to your 

research. Highlight what are the keywords that you’ve used to search these 

papers. 

 Develop a table and categorize the themes in the 10 papers based on an 

existing framework/your conceptual framework/certain concepts/methodology 

(Briefly describe the framework/concepts/methods) 

 Choose 3 out of the 10 papers & conduct a detailed literature review of the 

papers 

 Research Problem/Research Question 

 Theory/algorithm/framework/model used 

 Method employed 

 Result 

 Your own discussion/analysis of the papers 

 Please provide the full list of reference of all the papers. 
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Example 

Review of Academic Computing Literatures 



Table 2.2: Academic computing areas described in selected literature 

Authors Academic computing areas* (in columns of similar theme) 

A B C D E F 

(Abend, 1997)     

(Ardoin and Weems, 1993)   

(Brookshire, 1989)   

(Carleton University, 2001)       

(Cohn et al., 2004)       

(Conrad, 1992)       

(Cooper, 1991)   

(Corman and Lach, 1995)     

(Dury and Marks, 1990)     

(Ferguson et al., 2004)       

(Ferrer and Corya, 1990)      

(Gardner and Schwob, 1990)    

(Gloster and Salzberg, 1995)       

(Greenberg, 1993)     

(Hancock et al., 1995)     

*Academic computing areas 

A: ICT Vision, Plan, Policies and Standards 

B: ICT Infrastructure 

C: Teaching and Learning Using ICT 

 

D: Researching Using ICT 

E: Information Services 

F: Institutional ICT Support 
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Table 2.2: Academic computing areas described in selected literature 

Authors Academic computing areas* (in columns of similar theme) 

A B C D E F 

(Harris, 1993)      

(Higginbotham, 1997)      

(Huth, 1991)   

(Johnston and Supra, 1997)    

(Kettinger, 1990)      

(McMullen, 1996)       

(Nielsen et al., 1995)       

(Nixon and Lackie, 1998)       

(Olexy, 1991)     

(Pittinsky, 1999)    

(Prescott et al., 2001)   

(Prupis, 1989)       

(Ricigliano and Owen, 1995)       

(Rohde and Haskett,  1990)    

(Wall, 1991)       

*Academic computing areas 

A: ICT Vision, Plan, Policies and Standards 

B: ICT Infrastructure 

C: Teaching and Learning Using ICT 

 

D: Researching Using ICT 

E: Information Services 

F: Institutional ICT Support 
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Sources 

 Central Queensland University Library 

  Writing Support,University of Toronto 

 Doing Literature Review, Chris Hart, Sage Publication, 1998. 

 MIS Research Methodology Class 2004 

 Prof. Madya Dr. Juhana Salim, UKM 

 Tom Cooper, Mathematics, Science and Technology Education Kelvin Grove 

 Internet Based Master’s Degree in Educational Technology (iMET), College of 

Education at California State University, Sacramento.”Review of Related Literature” 

http://imet.csus.edu/classic/research/mod_2_literature/orglitrev.ppt. accessed on 

February 2013 

 Liao (2003) Knowledge management technologies and applications—literature 

review from 1995 to 2002. Expert Systems with Applications. 25,155–164.  

 Mokhtar, S., Alias R., Rahman A., (2007). Rubric for Assessing ICT Infrastructure in 

Malaysia Higher Education. Available online at: 

http://eprints.utm.my/3292/3/Shamsul_Anuar_Mokhtar_(After_Review)_PARS_’06-

edited.pdf 
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